INTRODUCTION
The U.S. no longer has the highest proportion of college graduates among the developed nations and at the same time the financial hardship from the 2008 recession has exacerbated the enrollment shift of high school graduates away from college. Many lower-skill jobs have vanished for American workers because the recession forced employers to either automate those positions or subcontract them to international businesses. By the year 2020, two in three domestic jobs will require at least some higher education which is especially troubling for low-income, urban students of color, who are disproportionately represented among those not going to college.
The objectives of this chapter are to provide:
1. An example for how technology can increase access to post-secondary education for a diverse group of students by expanding the use of a program that is already in place in C. Jayne Brahler University of Dayton, USA most states and that already has resources dedicated for post-secondary education; and 2. Evidence that a diverse group of students who are enrolled in online high schools and dropout recovery programs can successfully complete college-level academic work.
BACKGROUND
In his 2015 State of the Union address President Obama presented a plan to make a 2-year community college education free for some students (The White House, United States Government, 2015) . He also called for an overhaul of the tax code that redirects benefits away from wealthy Americans in order to extend tax credits for college. An audience of 31.7 million people tuned into the State of the Union address and heard the President announce his plan to make community college free (Rhodan, 2015) . What was the "educational landscape" that drove President Obama to offer this high-profile proposal that a community college education should be made available to every American without cost? Some educational statistics are presented below to help answer this question, and information specific to the state of Ohio is also presented because the current project was based in Ohio.
High School Graduation
On January 13, 2013 the DOE National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) reported that high school graduation rates (expressed as Averaged Freshman Graduation Rate (AFGR), are at their highest level since 1974. During the 2009-10 school year, 78.2% of high school students nationwide graduated on time, a substantial increase from the 73.4% recorded in 2005-6, specifically a gain of 4.8%. The graduation rates for Ohio during that same time rose from 79.2% in 2005-6 to 81.4% in 2009-10. Although Ohio's AFGR is higher than the national average, it grew at a much slower rate in this period of time than the national rate (U.S. Dept. of Ed, Stillwell & Sable, 2013) .
The January 13, 2013 NCES report also showed that national graduation rates rose for all ethnic groups in 2010, and that the rate for Hispanic students increased by almost 10% since 2006. However, in the 2009-10 academic year national AFGRs for African American and Hispanic students were 66.1% and 71.4%, respectively, compared to 83% for Caucasian students. In Ohio, the AFGRs for African American and Hispanic students were 60.2% and 67.7%, respectively, compared to 86.5% for Caucasian students. While the nation as a whole is failing, Ohio is failing dismally in the graduation of racial-minority students (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Stillwell &Sable, 2013) .
National high school graduation rates are at their highest since 1974 and are projected to increase in public high schools from 2008-09 to 2021-22. However, that projection plays out differently in different states. High school graduates are projected to increase for 31 states (by 5% or more in 23 of those states; less than 5% in 8). However, high school graduates are projected to decrease from 2008-09 to 2021-22 for 19 states and the District of Columbia (by 5% or more in 8 states and the District of Columbia; less than 5% in 11). An overall decline is expected in the Midwest Region of the U.S., and Ohio falls in the bleakest category, with high school graduation rates expected to decline by at least 5% from 2008-09 to 2021-22. (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Hussar & Bailey, 2013) .
Post-Secondary Education Enrollment
Although postsecondary enrollment will increase, it is projected do so at a lower rate than from 1996-2010 (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Hussar & Bailey, 2013) . From 1996-2010, total first-time freshman Fall enrollment in all postsecondary degree-granting institutions increased 39%. From 2010-2021, first-time freshmen Fall enrollment in all postsecondary degree-granting institutions is projected to increase 14% overall. (U.S. Dept. of Ed, The Condition of Education, 2013) .
In this environment how is higher education serving the educational needs of students of color? The percentages of American Asian/ Pacific Islander, African American, and Hispanic college students have been increasing while the percentage of Caucasian college students has been falling. From 1976 to 2010: Asian/Pacific Islander student enrollment grew from 2% to 6%; African American student enrollment grew from 9% to 14%; Hispanic student enrollment grew from 3% to 13%. During the same period, Caucasian student enrollment fell from 83% to 61%.
Enrollment growth rates for both public and private universities are slowing. Enrollment in public postsecondary degree-granting institutions increased 36 percent between 1996 and 2010 and is projected to increase only 15 percent between 2010 and 2021. In comparison, enrollment in private postsecondary degree-granting institutions increased 81 percent between 1996 and 2010 and is projected to increase only 15 percent between 2010 and 2021. Although enrollments will continue to increase, they are projected do so at less than 50% of the previous rate for public and less than 20% of the previous rate for private institutions (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Hussar & Bailey, 2013) .
Post-Secondary Graduation Rates
Although growth in postsecondary education enrollment is slowing, do students persist to degree completion? In February 2009, President Obama announced his commitment to ensure that the U. S. will lead the world once again with the highest proportion of college graduates. We had slipped out of the lead because recent attainment rates for young adults in the U.S. have remained stagnant at around 40 percent while college completion rates among our competitors have increased rapidly (de Vise, 2011) . As a result, the U.S. has fallen in rank among the share of degreed adults aged 25 to 34 among developed nations (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD] , 2011). The U.S. no longer has the highest proportion of college graduates partially because the rate of attainment is slowing in the U.S. and partially because other countries are gaining momentum . Forty-two percent of 55-to 64-year-old Americans have a college degree, surpassed only by Canada, Israel, and the Russian Federation while 44 percent of 25-to 34-year-old Americans have a college degree -the 12th-highest proportion .
Post-Secondary Certificates
The OECD (2011) and NCES (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Hussar & Bailey, 2013) reports do not include data for student completions of sub-baccalaureate certificates. This omission may be sizable because, recently, sub-baccalaureate certificates have accounted for a large share of all postsecondary awards. Over the last decade, growth in the number of sub-baccalaureate certificates awarded has been much higher than growth in associate or bachelor's degrees. In fact, between 2000 and 2010, the number of sub-baccalaureate certificates awarded increased by 91% compared to 63% and 38% increases in associate's and bachelor's degrees awarded, respectively (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Sykes, 2012). (NOTE: Slightly different attainment data compared to U.S. Dept. of Ed., Hussar and Bailey, 2013) .
In 2010-11, approximately 1,057,000 subbaccalaureate certificates awarded by institutions participating in federal Title IV financial aid programs were reported to IPEDS (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Stillwell & Sable, 2013) . This number is approximately one a quarter of all postsecondary degrees and certificates awarded. Interestingly, between 2009-10 and 2010-11, there was a decrease in the number of short-term and long-term certificates awarded and a sharp increase in the number of moderate-term certificates awarded, such as the ones we propose to develop. From 2009-10 to 2010-11, the number of short-term certificates awarded decreased 4% from 505,721 to 485,975, while there was a 30% increase of 122,000 in the number of moderate-term certificates awarded (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Sykes, 2012).
Career Technical Programs
In addition to enrollment in accredited 2-year college, and 4-year colleges and universities, students attend non-degree-granting, Title IV eligible, postsecondary institutions. In Fall 2009, for example, approximately 539,000 students chose this option. These institutions offer only career and technical programs of less than 2 years duration (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Fast Facts, 2012). Data are not available regarding the number of graduates from these programs who continue on for further post-secondary schooling. Their students receive "technical credits" that are transferable within the transfer agreement guidelines (TAGs) system in Ohio, but these credits present an additional layer of complexity in the student's progression into higher education degree completion (State of Ohio, Ohio Board of Regents, 2013).
Lack of Funding and Finances
The relatively slow growth in postsecondary enrollment is partially due to diminished funding. And financial hardship from the 2008 recession has caused a substantial enrollment shift of qualified high school graduates away from four-year college enrollment. The impact of the recession has been especially devastating for minority groups and teens, with 16.5% of African Americans and 12.6% of Latinos unemployed compared to 8.7% of Caucasian teens. (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010) . The attrition number from 2000 to 2009 for otherwise traditional high school graduates who do not enroll in college due to financial barriers is estimated at more than 3 million bachelor's degrees. Financial hardship is a barrier to full-time and part-time college enrollment and an independent risk factor for failing to complete a degree. The shift away from full-time college enrollment immediately following high school has impacted post-secondary completion rates because students who do not begin college immediately following high school graduation are less likely to complete post-secondary degrees.
Nontraditional Students
Historically, nontraditional students have been characterized as follows: delaying entry to college from high school, not a member of a socially-dominant group, aged 25 years and older, non-White, first-generation college attendee, or employed while attending college (U.S.Dept. of Ed., Rendon, 1994) . However, that list of characteristics is expanding and now includes students who are financially independent of their parents, have dependents other than a spouse, are single parents, lack a standard high school diploma (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Horn & Carroll, 1996) , or do not attend conventional classes full-time (Schuetze & Slowey, 2002) . Students who do not enter college full time immediately following high school graduation are now included in the growing pool of nontraditional students. (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Pathways to Success, 2012) In other words, nontraditional students are the majority in higher education today (Schuetze & Slowey, 2002) .
Barriers to PostSecondary Education
While finances are a leading obstacle to postsecondary attainment for nontraditional learners, there are many other barriers blocking a growing number of high school students, high school dropouts, and adults from postsecondary education. Some of barriers to access (Cross, 1981) , and their persistence (Bean & Metzner, 1985) are well established in the literature while others surely exist that have not yet been documented. Some of the more obvious barriers experienced by nontraditional students may be resolved by providing students with multiple entry and exit points from programs so they are able to tend to matters in their personal lives while pursuing a college education. Making a variety of delivery options available, including online learning for greater flexibility, can also assist non-traditional students who may be juggling multiple roles. Receiving postsecondary credit for prior learning achievements that can be applied toward completing certificates or degrees is also appealing to students (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Pathways to Success, 2012).
The Relationship between Formal Education and Income
There is a hierarchical relationship between formal education level and annual wages, which reflects the compensation that employers are willing to pay to workers, on average, for the knowledge, skills, and abilities they attain at every consecutive education level (Carnevale et al., 2010) . But for individuals who perceive college education as inaccessible, knowing that income increases with postsecondary education does not improve their access. A college education makes a substantial difference in a person's lifetime earnings. The range in lifetime earnings by educational attainment is greatest between high school dropouts and workers with professional degrees-a range of $1,198,000 to $4,650,000, or a difference of $3,452,000. Within specific occupations, increases in attainment commonly lead to significantly higher earnings. This means that employers who want workers with college-level skill sets are willing to pay extra to get them. For example:
• A high school degree is worth approximately $569,000 more than being a dropout.
•
Having some college but no degree or a postsecondary certificate is worth approximately $473,000 more than a high school degree.
• An Associate's degree is worth approximately $15,000 more than some college but no degree. • A Bachelor's degree is worth approximately $1.1 million than an Associate's degree. • A Master's degree is worth $457,000 more than a Bachelor's degree. (Carnevale et al., 2010) Post-secondary education is the best protection one can have against the economic turmoil created by recessions; individuals with at least some post-secondary education are positioned to take advantage of the surge in skilled jobs that always follows a recession. The fact that an Associate's degree is worth only $15,000 more than a postsecondary certificate explains popularity of the certificate with students and supports our strategy of choosing to package our clinical science educational offerings into certificates (Carnevale et al., 2010) .
A recent McKinsey Global Institute report (2009) suggests that too few American workers are equipped with the skills required to fill attractive jobs in the economy's new growth sectors. In fact, 71% of U.S. workers are in jobs for which there is either low demand from employers, an oversupply of eligible workers, or both. These numbers suggest that unless we can find a way to educate the American workforce for the emerging needs of the new economy, we risk leaving hundreds of thousands of workers behind. In 1973, there were 25 million jobs that required at least some college education. By 2007, that number had nearly quadrupled to 91 million jobs. This trend will continue. By 2018, more than 63 percent of prime-age workers will need some type of postsecondary instruction (Carnevale et al., 2010) . The demand for workers with a college education will outpace supply by approximately 300,000 per year. By 2018, the postsecondary system will have produced 3 million fewer college graduates than demanded by the labor market (Carnevale et al., 2010) .
In other words, the people who start off behind, stay behind, and the pool of people who fit in this category is growing.
Pell Grants
In view of the analysis above, it is easy to understand why the President announced a plan to make a community college education free. But immediately following the address, many of the 31.7 million listeners began voicing concerns regarding the president's proposal. They wondered how "free education" could be funded and worried that taxpayers would bear the financial burden (Trinko, 2015) . At the same time, many who expressed concern about how to finance fee education questioned its benefits. They professed that providing free education is not necessary because of programs in place, such as the Federal Pell Grants, that provide access to higher education for a wide array of students including those who come from families with low-incomes. As such, making education free would not augment the benefits that are already available. Lindsey Burke, the Will Skillman fellow in education policy at The Heritage Foundation, provided the following commentary (Trinko, 2015) :
Free Community College Will Burden Taxpayers, Provide No New Benefit to Low-Income Students
The president's call tonight to make community college "free" will serve as little more than a federal handout to the community college system. Low-income students already have access to federal Pell Grants, which can be used to finance their tuition obligations at a community college. (Trinko, 2015) While it is true that Pell Grants can be used to finance a community college education for low-income students, the bigger question is whether they are being used to do so. Specifically, are students of color, who are disproportionately represented in low socioeconomic and urban groups, gaining access to college by using Pell Grants? To some degree, the answer is "yes". Two-thirds (67.5%) of Pell Grant recipients have family income at or below 150% of the poverty line, compared with one-sixth (15.3%) of non-recipients. Almost all (95.1%) of Pell Grant recipients have family income at or below 250% of the poverty line, compared with a third (31.5%) of non-recipients. Pell Grant recipients are more likely to be African American or Hispanic and less likely to be Caucasian. But racial disparities are evident in the 6-year graduation rates for Pell Grant recipients in bachelor's degree programs (family AGI capped at $50,000). More than half (56.9%) of Caucasian students graduate in 6 years, compared with two-fifths (43.2%) of African American students, two-fifths (40.7%) of Hispanic students and twothirds (66.0%) of Asian-American students. Pell Grant recipients are more likely to live in a city or rural area and less likely to live in the suburbs. The greatest differences are in large cities (20.5% of Pell Grant recipients vs. 15.5% of non-recipients) and large suburbs (27.0% of Pell Grant recipients vs. 33.5% of non-recipients) (Profile of Pell Grant recipients, 2011).
Another factor that is predictive of a person continuing on for a college education is the person's high school grade point averages (GPA). Minority and low-income students, on average, have lower GPAs compared to matched peers. This occurrence disproportionately undermines the probability of minority and low-income students to continue on to college ). Fortunately, Pell Grants provide academicallylower-performing students with a chance to attain higher education. Pell Grant recipients are less likely to have A's in high school and more likely to have B's and C's compared to non-recipients. However, high school GPA and adjusted gross familial income (AGI) are significantly correlated; the average AGI for students with a C-to B GPA is $48,802, compared with $58,600 for students with a B to A GPA and $69,887 for students with an A-to A GPA. Therefore the shift in academic performance for Pell Grant recipients may actually have more to do with family income than academic potential (Profile of Pell Grant recipients, 2011). Nonetheless, these statistics provide support for the fact that Pell Grants help minority students attend college based on the overrepresentation of students of color in low-income families.
In summary, Pell Grants do tend to serve low-income, urban-dwelling students of color who have less-than-perfect GPAs. But the data presented above speak only to the demographics of the students that Pell Grants are already serving and do not reveal the number of eligible students whom Pell Grants are not serving. This omission raises important questions, such as: "How many students of color, in low socioeconomic and urban groups, who could succeed in college, are not being served by a Federal Pell Grant or perhaps not even getting a chance to apply? Is there a significant number of low-income, students of color who have less-than-perfect GPAs who do not have a viable pathway to post-secondary schooling? Are some students unaware that they are eligible for Pell Grants?" After all, receiving a Pell Grant award requires an individual to seek out the opportunity and it is possible that some people who would benefit the most are not making that connection.
One way to gain a sense about the number of students of color in low socioeconomic and urban groups whom Pell Grants are not serving is to review the educational attainment data for the students in these groups relative to that for Caucasian students. Beginning with secondary education, there is an over representation by students in these groups who do not complete high school. The January 13, 2013 NCES report showed that in 2010 the United States high school graduation rates for African American and Hispanic students were approximately 12-16% lower than for Caucasian students. In Ohio, the average freshman graduation rates (AFGR) for African American and Hispanic students were approximately 6% lower than the national averages and 19-25% lower than the AFGR for Caucasian students in Ohio (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Stillwell &Sable, 2013).
Another significant predictor for academic attainment, and therefore of interest to the present discussion, is enrollment in post-secondary education immediately following graduation from high school. In 2010 about 7 in 10 high school graduates across the United States enrolled in college in the Fall immediately following high school completion (U.S. Dept. of Ed, The Condition of Education, 2013). However, only about 4 in 10 high school graduates in Ohio's "Big 8″ urban districts (Akron, Canton, Cleveland, Dayton, Cincinnati, Columbus, Toledo, Youngstown) enrolled in college in the Fall immediately following graduation (Bloom, 2012) and the racial composition of Ohio's urban schools is shifting dramatically toward students of color (Churchill, 2013) .
More than Just a Funding Problem
In addition to the concern about funding the free education plan, there are other concerns that have been raised and will undoubtedly be debated regarding making a community college education free. Andrew Kelly, a contributor to the Forbes Online Magazine, presented several of these concerns about offering such a program, none of which deal with funding (Kelly, 2015) . Namely, he cited the community colleges' often dismal rates of student success and noted that federal funding would not necessarily compel community colleges to improve (Juszkiewicz, 2014) . He also expressed a concern that creating a public monopoly could crowd out promising innovations from the private sector in higher education. Finally, because the President's plan is available to all socioeconomic groups, there simply is no guarantee that the plan will benefit the students who most need the assistance in getting started in post-secondary education, and a free education does not address all of the barriers to postsecondary education.
It is open for debate whether President Obama's proposed free education plan would actually make a community college education available to more students. In any case it is unlikely it will do so in a timely manner, because at the time of this writing (February 2015) the Democratic President and Republican House majority will find it difficult to agree. The President's plan probably faces a long political battle on the road to either acceptance or defeat.
FOCUS ON EXISTING FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES, THE EMPLOYMENT FORECAST AND ONLINE COURSE DELIVERY

Post-Secondary Enrollment Options
A variety of programs are designed to provide high school students with access to courses that carry college credit. Examples include dual enrollment, advanced placement (AP), international baccalaureate (IB), tech prep, and middle college high schools (MCHS). These programs are collectively referred to as credit-based transition programs (Bailey & Karp, 2003) . In addition, Postsecondary Enrollment Option (PSEO) is a type of dual enrollment program that allows high school students to earn both secondary and postsecondary credit for college or university courses that are completed at a high school, on a college or university campus, or at another location (Postsecondary Enrollment Act, 2014). A PSEO course can be taught at the secondary school by a secondary teacher or on a college or university campus by a university instructor or professor (Postsecondary Enrollment Act, 2014) . PSEO students are required to perform to the academic and student conduct standards of the college or university, and developmental and remedial courses are not allowed to be taken through a PSEO program (Postsecondary Enrollment Act, 2014).
The entry criteria for PSEO class enrollment vary from state to state and from college to college. But the entry criteria are generally rigorous and historically credit-based transition programs have been used to accelerate the progress of highachieving, college-bound youth and to create a smoother and more successful transition from high school to college (Bailey & Karp, 2003 Admission, 2011) The PSEO at UD is part of the selective High School Scholars Program, bearing out the premise that these programs are mostly intended for highachieving youth.
Because PSEO programs allow high school students to earn college credit while they are still in high school, proponents of dual enrollment argue that the programs can:
• Prepare students for the academic rigors of college by exposing them to the type of intense high school curriculum that research has found to promote bachelor's degree attainment (Adelman, 1999 ).
• Increase communication and collaboration among education systems, helping high schools convey to students the things they need to know and be able to do to achieve their educational goals (Orr, 1998 (Orr, , 1999 ).
• Make the senior year of high school more meaningful by offering interesting, challenging and college credit-bearing courses to students who might otherwise "slack off" (National Commission on the High School Senior Year, 2001).
• Lower the cost of postsecondary education for students by enabling them to earn free college credit and shorten their time to degree completion (Orr, 2002 ).
• Provide more realistic information to students about the skills that they will need to succeed in college through their participation in actual college courses (Orr, 1998 (Orr, , 1999 ). • Provide curricular options for students, particularly in schools that, due to their size or limited resources, are unable to offer interesting and exciting electives (Adelman, 1999; Community College Research Center, 2003) .
And there is some evidence that earning college credit via dual enrollment increases the likelihood for students to persist through college graduation (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Adelman, 2004; An, 2012) . High school graduates who graduate with significant credit toward a postsecondary certificate are more likely to continue on for more college because they have the motivation and efficacy expectations needed to continue (U.S. Dept. of Ed., Pathways to Success, 2012).
Brian P. An (2012) found that dual enrollment students who completed 6 college credits were more likely to attain a degree compared to nonparticipants but that earning more than 6 credits did not show a proportional increase in degree attainment.
But, more recently, these programs are gaining attention as a way to facilitate college access and success for middle-and even lower-performing students (Bailey & Karp, 2003) as well as firstgeneration college students (An, 2012 (Hoffman et. al, 2009, p. 43-44) .
Given the potential gains associated with these programs, it is not surprising that according to the Ohio Board of Regents, dual enrollments grew by 55 percent in 2012 in Ohio, to 14,250 students., Despite the intuitive appeal of credit-based transition programs to help students become successful in college, evidence is completely lacking regarding program and participant characteristics and outcomes, especially with the lower-achieving students. Data are especially needed to determine whether credit-based transition programs truly enroll a broad range of students, or are still primarily limited to the college-bound (Blanco, Prescott, & Taylor, 2007) . The mechanisms through which credit-based transition programs can effectively help middle and lower achieving students gain greater access to and have more success in college need to be studied. Any advances in this area need to be shared with the academic community because, to date, the people who have advocated for credit-based transition programs have not been explicit about how such programs can serve a broad range of students (Bailey & Karp, 2003) .
Employment Forecast for Health Science Careers
Another important factor in a successful educational attainment equation pertains to the employment forecast. Many lower-skill jobs have vanished for American workers because the recession forced employers to either automate those positions or subcontract them to international businesses. Jobs in the health sciences, on the other hand, are fairly resistant to both automation and relocation oversees because they require hands-on services (Carnevale et al., 2010) . In fact, demand pressures have remained so strong for the healthcare industry that employment in this sector has increased by almost 650,000 jobs during the recession (Carnevale et al., 2010) .
Between 2008 and 2018, the healthcare sector is projected to have the highest rate of growth in postsecondary attainment, and already the Healthcare Professional and Technical job category has the highest concentration of job openings for individuals requiring some postsecondary education (Carnevale et al., 2010) . As such, healthcare occupations may offer employment opportunities for many individuals who are not planning to complete college degree programs but who will complete some post-secondary schooling, such as a certificate program (Carnevale et al., 2010) . While all healthcare occupations will experience robust growth, registered nurses and health technologists will lead occupational growth from 2008 to 2018 and will account for most of the growth in healthcare. Healthcare occupations are forecast to provide 2.8 million job openings by 2018: 1.5 million net new jobs and 1.3 million job replacements (Carnevale et al., 2010) . Healthcare Support Occupations is the fastest-growing cluster, going from 3.9 million to a projected 4.8 million jobs between 2008 and 2018, but because of its small scale, it ranks seventh in total number of jobs added (Carnevale et al., 2010) . Healthcare support occupations can provide important entry-level jobs for people entering the healthcare professions (Carnevale et al., 2010) .
It is important to consider the employment forecast because some of the students who are attending online high schools and drop-outrecovery programs may have dis-identified with academics. As such, they may not place a high value on academic achievement alone. However, these students may value a career; and by offering a course that introduces the students to careers that are within their reach, they may succeed in the class because it is in association with a possible career. Success at an academic task may cause the student to re-identify as being successful in academics and encourage the student to continue in postsecondary achievements. This thinking is consistent with Expectancy-value theory of motivation, which suggests that students conduct a cost-benefit analysis when weighing the relative value of competing tasks (Wigfield & Eccles, 2000) .
Online Courses
Historically, one caveat for dual enrollment courses was that a high school student would take a seat away from a regular college student in any given class. However, now that courses can be delivered in online format, the problem with limited seating is diminished and the number of students taking course online is rising.
In 2009-10, elementary and secondary students took approximately 1.8 million courses online. In addition, about 250,000 students were enrolled full-time in virtual schools in 2010-11, up from 200,000 the year before (Barth, Hull, & Andrie, 2012) .
Key findings in a report published in 2012 included:
• 55 percent of public school districts have some students enrolled in distance education courses; of these, the vast majority (96 percent) are high school students (Watson, Murin, Vashaw, Gemin, & Rapp, 2011 ).
• Total K-12 course enrollments were approximately 1.8 million in 2009-10; special needs students and students from low-income families were the least likely to participate in virtual courses (Watson et al., 2011) .
• Ohio reports the highest number of fulltime online enrollments in 2010-11 at 31,142, followed by Pennsylvania (28, 578) and Colorado (15,214) (Watson et al., 2011) .
Although online schools are rapidly gaining ground, online courses and schools enroll a small fraction of the 52 million public school students (Barth et al., 2012) .
While the online course delivery format offers the advantage of a dual enrollment student not taking a classroom seat away from a traditional college student, are there disadvantages to online courses that may undermine student success? How do online high schools fare regarding enrollment numbers and graduation and matriculation rates? Not very well.
It is not easy to disaggregate the data that are specific to online courses because the NCES combines data for all public high schools, including the virtual schools. On the other hand, online high schools report statistics only for graduates who subsequently enroll in postsecondary education, but the data are not always readily available. There are seven online high schools in Ohio, of which The Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow (ECOT) in Columbus is the largest -and ECOT had the largest online high school graduating class in the nation in 2012 (n = 2253). Yet, ECOT graduation and postsecondary matriculation rates are approximately 40% and 6%, respectively. Those total first-time freshmen Fall enrollment rates for ECOT were 5% in 2010. The NCES reports combine the lower postsecondary enrollment rates of online schools with those of conventional high schools. However, urban districts may provide a better matched comparison for the online schools because they serve students similar to those of online high schools. About 1 in 10 Ohio online high school graduates continued on for postsecondary work, compared to nearly 4 in 10 in Ohio's "Big 8″ urban districts (Bloom, 2012) . It is worth noting that in 2013, ECOT had an enrollment of 15,000 students of the following racial/ethnic background: Asian -0.3%, African-American -15.8%, Hispanic -5%, Indian -0.3%, Multiracial -5.8%, and Caucasian -72.8%. Additionally, 71% live in poverty, 91% have at least one "At-Risk" factor, 20% are identified with a disability, 64% are older than the age for their grade level, 30% of ECOT students must work, 20% are pregnant or have children, and 50% have been documented as victims of violence (personal communication, August 20, 2012).
SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Considering the low completion rates for high school and post-secondary enrollment and low attainment rates presented above, the timing may be ideal for PSEO programs to be used on a large scale to assist a diverse pool of students in completing at least some post-secondary education. The current PSEO offering was novel for two main reasons: 1) all of the students who enrolled in the class were dually enrolled in 1 of 9 participating online charter high schools in Ohio; and 2) 7 of the 9 participating schools, accounting for 46 of the 52 students in the class, were drop-out-recovery schools. Online technology made this class possible because it formed a bridge between these 9 online high schools and the college class which was also delivered 100% online.
This section provides a chronological accounting of the steps that were taken to develop and deliver the online PSEO course in question to a group of students enrolled in online charter high schools in Ohio. Details are provided regarding some of the experiences that accrued during the course delivery and the corresponding adaptations that were necessary in order to make the current course a success. These experiences provide the basis for recommendations that may be extended to others who may consider repeating a program such as this one. Although the current project included developing and delivering only one course online, it may be important to note that the School of Education and Health Sciences (SEHS) at the University of Dayton is experienced in online education. As of September of 2014, SEHS had 236 unique courses that comprise 9 degree programs and numerous certificate and endorsement programs, all which are delivered 100% online.
The current project used technology as: 
The Course Development Process
In Fall 2013, an SEHS faculty member who is also the Director of Online Learning in SEHS and author of this chapter, served as the subject matter expert (SME), course developer, and course instructor for the online course that was offered through UD's PSEO program. The instructor selected the Introduction to Therapeutic Dosing in the Clinical Sciences, a 100-level class, for this project because it could be designed in such a way as to introduce the students to numerous high-growth clinical health professions through the examples used in the lessons. The SEHS subscribes to the course design principles of Quality Matters (QM), a non-profit subscription service which provides a rubric and research-based peer review process for promoting the quality and continuous improvement of online courses. The course developer is a certified QM Peer Reviewer, which is a credential that promotes best practices in online course design.
The course description and learning outcomes are listed below.
Course Description
This class examines the direct relationship of dosage calculations in the clinical sciences. Emphasis is on the transfer of basic mathematics skills to application and problem solving in the health sciences.
Learning Outcomes
At the completion of the course the student will have demonstrated mastery of the following: Review 1. Multiply fractions 2. Convert decimals to percentages and fractions 3. Understand exponents and powers of 10 4. Know and be able to use the correct order of mathematical operations 5. Convert centimeters to inches and pounds to kilograms 6. Know the metric system and the U.S. customary system of measurement 7. Make conversions within and between the metric and the U.S. customary systems of measurement 8. Understand and apply how medical professionals use these measurements in patient care 9. Understand the definitions and purposes of ratios, proportions and rates 
The Learning Management System
The University of Dayton's Learning Management System (LMS) is Sakai, maintained and supported by our E-Learning Lab, which is a central UD resource that provides technical support for all UD academic units. The standard Sakai software includes many of the features common to all course management systems, including document distribution, a gradebook, discussion, live chat, assignment uploads, and online testing. In addition to the course management features, Sakai is an excellent collaborative environment. A list of Sakai features that were included in the class is provided below. To monitor the originality of student work, UD provides Turnitin.com, an internet-based plagiarism-detection service which uses a sophisticated search mechanism to compare student submissions with millions of web pages as well any other papers contained in its database (i.e., submissions from other students, in other courses, and at other universities). This is a very effective tool at detecting plagiarized work, and as such should serve as a good way to ensure the integrity of the grades earned by all students.
Collaboration and Teaching Tools
The E-Learning Lab also provides a full complement of online learning resources. One expanded example is provided below regarding the use of adaptive technology. On the UD website, each underlined item is a hot link to a full resource for the service noted. 
Accessibility information
Technological Assistance for Students and Faculty
The University of Dayton has centralized support for online students from the Ryan Harris Learning and Teaching Center and University of Dayton Information Technology (UDIT). Both of these central resources have help desks that students and instructors can access via email and phone, and technicians and learning specialists are available to help students with hardware, software and online learning issues. In addition, SEHS has an online course development and support laboratory with a full-time instructional technologist, a couple of graduate and undergraduate student workers, and a Director. The SEHS staff provides support for SEHS online learners and faculty. The only time UD does not provide live support for online learners is overnight (11 PM until 8 AM), but even during overnight hours, calls that are placed to the UDIT help desk are redirected to a 24-hour service so students and faculty can always reach a live person. This overnight service is mostly reserved for reporting large scale outages.
Course Features
The course content was delivered via video lectures, PowerPoint slides with short video clips showing how to complete calculations, and lecture notes with practice problems embedded at regular intervals. Students could request solutions to the practice problems and these were displayed immediately as pop-up boxes on the screen that included not only the correct answer but the steps required to reach it. Additionally, live class sessions were offered several days a week using Blackboard Collaborate.
The course also allowed students to selfremediate by taking regular short quizzes that students had to pass in order to gain access to the subsequent set of quiz questions. These quiz questions helped students gauge their own level of content mastery. The quizzes were attached to question pools and set up so that a student who did not pass the quiz on the first try was given a different set of questions to answer that was randomly generated from the question pool. The LMS tracked the number of remediation attempts that a student made prior to passing each embedded quiz, and the self-remediation quizzes were not graded.
An ungraded practice quiz and a graded quiz were provided for each module in the course. Students were encouraged, but not required, to complete the practice quizzes prior to attempting the graded quizzes.
The course included a discussion forum where students could post questions, comments, and concerns. The forum was monitored by the instructor and by 3 undergraduate and graduate student workers who were employed in SEHS Online.
Student Recruitment and Course Delivery
In late December 2013, the online course was ready for its first offering and was added to the class roster just days before the semester was to begin. The goal was to have an initial offering with limited enrollment numbers so any problems could be addressed. A single employee at UD enrolled in and completed the class for credit. This student did not provide any suggestions for how to improve the course and indicated it had been easy to navigate.
Several administrative issues had to be resolved regarding approval for offering a new course. In July 2014, the course was approved to be offered in Fall 2014 and the course instructor contacted the main office for the seven Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy (MJBA) charter schools in Ohio; the Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow (ECOT) charter school in Columbus, OH; and Provost Academy of Ohio (PAOH) charter school in Columbus, OH to determine their interest in identifying and enrolling students in the dual enrollment class. All of the high schools were interested in learning more about the opportunity so the instructor met with administrators from the online high schools to discuss the dual enrollment course. The administrators approved of the project and the instructor scheduled individual conference calls with counselors and teachers at each high school. None of the parties had participated in a dual enrollment class before. After discussing the PSEO course, each school agreed to have their school counselors identify students who they thought would do well in the class. All of the students were selected by their school counselors to enroll in the college class because they have high Lexile scores and had demonstrated high mathematics aptitude. Counselors also recommended students based on subjective factors that were neither defined nor disclosed. The instructor waived the GPA requirement.
The MJBA schools are drop-out-recovery schools whereas ECOT and PAOH are not. Under Ohio state law (ORC 3314.36), Ohio can approve charter schools that serve a majority of dropped-out or at-risk-of-dropout students (one or more grade levels behind) and waive the schools' normal accountability standards. From 2000 to 2010, enrollment in recovery charters has proliferated in several of Ohio's urban areas including Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus and Dayton. There was a sharp rise in dropout recovery student enrollment from 2002 to 2005 that has since flattened (and even dropped in Cincinnati). During this same time, graduation rates increased at a far greater pace for these cities compared to the Ohio statewide graduation rate, but it is not clear if there is a cause and effect relationship between the rise in drop-out recovery programs and improved graduation rates.
The MJBA schools have a different model than the other two virtual schools at ECOT and Provost Academy. Namely the MJBA schools have a physical location where students are expected to attend school but all of the school programming is delivered online. This model was ideal for the current purposes because these students were able to work together in cohorts, known to be important for developing a sense of community and promoting student success.
Participants
The participating online high schools included seven Magic Johnson Bridgescape Academy (MJBA) charter schools (Accelerated Achievement Academy in Cincinnati, OH; Capital High School and New Beginnings High School in Columbus, OH; Langston Hughes High School, Frederick Douglass Reclamation Academy, George V. Voinovich Reclamation Academy and Thurgood Marshall High School in Cleveland, OH); the Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow (ECOT) charter school in Columbus, OH; and Provost Academy of Ohio (PAOH) charter schools in Columbus, OH. In due course the high school counselors at these schools began notifying potential students and completing their PSEO applications.
Forty four of the fifty two students who enrolled in the class were from MJBA schools; 3 were from the Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow (ECOT) and 4 were from Provost Academy of Ohio (PAOH). There were 20 males and 32 females. Participant GPA, age and race identity are presented in Figure 1 , Figure 2 and Figure 3 .
Field Trip to Campus
The students, counselors and teachers traveled by bus to the UD campus for a one-day field trip to meet the UD instructor and online student workers. It was the first time any of the students had been on a university campus. 
Recommendations Based on Unpredictable Delays and Difficulties
DELAY OR DIFFICULTY:
Students generally secure their UD identification and login information by going to the University of Dayton Information Technology (UDIT) helpdesk in person. Because the current students were dispersed, they were required to either make a phone call or send an email message to the UDIT helpdesk in order to request login information and to be given their university identification numbers. A problem arose because the students in the high schools were mostly limited to intranet navigation when they were in class and were not allowed to use an external email client at school. Without the email option for contacting UDIT, students were required to phone the helpdesk. However, the helpdesk only has one person authorized to provide new students with that information over the phone, and when that person is not available the student must leave a message and await a return call. The high school students were, invariably, not available at the time the call was returned. Perhaps because the students were very young and had never been on a college campus prior to the field trip day when they visited UD, they were easily intimidated or discouraged by the situation. Typically the high school students would seek assistance from one of their counselors, but the helpdesk was not able to provide student identification and account information to anyone other than the student. This particular situation caused more than a month's delay for a majority of students. Eventually, the helpdesk adapted the rules and provided student login and identification information to the class instructor and high school counselors who then provided the information to the each student.
RECOMMENDATION: Have the students get their login and identification information when they come to a field trip on campus . Work with the helpdesk ahead of time to approve a modified protocol for providing student login and identification information.
Once students had successfully logged into the class, one of the first course delivery difficulties that arose involved the very slow Internet speed at the high school locations, and the high level of security and restrictions placed on the computers being used at the high schools. The instructional videos packaged inside the course required too much bandwidth for the students in the high schools to play them. The SEHS online education staff and course instructor traveled to these distant locations to troubleshoot the technological complications and were able to create videos that could be played on their slow Internet connections. Regarding the external videos that were recommended viewing for the class, the student computers had restricted access to external sites, so a workaround had to be created. Prior to the start of the class, the UD URL for the online class was approved by the high schools so students were able to access the course, but the videos were external to the UD site.
The MJBA model where all students meet at a physical location had its advantages, but also its disadvantages, namely slow Internet speeds and Internet restrictions that imposed on the students' school-issued computers. The students at the ECOT and Provost Academy locations may not experience these difficulties because at those schools the students are provided computers and internet service by the school for home use.
RECOMMENDATION: Contact the IT person at the distant site and determine the Internet speed, then create videos that will work on that Internet connection. The videos should have a resolution of around 320x240 pixels, which is considered to be low quality. Divide longer videos into small clips that download and play more easily. The SEHS Online instructional technologist contacted the high school IT person prior to the beginning of the course to add the course URL to the list of external websites the students were permitted to access, but connection speeds and bandwidth specifications were not discussed.
External videos should be selected that are in the public domain, or permission should be secured to use copyrighted videos before embedding them in the course. The instructor and counselor computers at each MJBA location were not restricted so the videos were able to be viewed using one of those computers in a setting such as the MJBA schools.
DELAY OR DIFFICULTY: Another problem that arose very early in the course was that of the University instructor becoming aware of the amount of support that high school students receive from counselors, instructors, and other high school personnel. Specifically, the performance of the high school students is monitored on a very regular basis by counselors and other high school personnel. But in the PSEO virtual classroom, only the actual students had access to the course because the course roster is automatically generated by the university registrar and includes only registered students. At the beginning of the course, when the instructor was noting that students had not logged in, or students who were logged in had not been submitting assignments, the instructor contacted the high schools and made it known that some of the students were not meeting course expectations. The high school team also needed to know what the assignments were and what the due dates were in order to best assist the PSEO students in meeting those expectations in the same way that they provide similar support to all their students. At this time it became clear that it was going to create a problem for the high school personnel to not have access to and see the progress of each of their students so that they could motivate them to stay on a schedule.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The course instructor sent a weekly progress report to each high school so the counselors and other high school personnel knew exactly what each of their students was doing in the class. Additionally, the course instructor created a second instance of the class, and enrolled only the high school personnel from all nine locations so they had access to the course content and assignments but not the student grade data.
DELAY OR DIFFICULTY: Part of the reason the students were confused about assignments and due dates is because the university instructor made the assumption that students were familiar with using a syllabus. However, the high school students had never used a syllabus and the instructor had to communicate assignment due dates to students through the Announcement feature in the online course until they became competent in navigating a syllabus.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Provide an initial tutorial or Collaborate session explaining how to use a syllabus.
DELAY OR DIFFICULTY: There were other delays during the semester -for example, when the students were being prepped to take standardized tests and were unable to devote any time to the college class for two weeks. Additionally, there were the snow and cold days when school was canceled, and many of these students had younger siblings at home for whom they were the primary care provider if that child was home ill or if that younger sibling's school was cancelled. The students also had to give priority attention to their high school work because their primary goal was to complete high school, the college class being an elective add-on. It is important also to realize that this group of students experiences unpredictable circumstances in their private lives that cause them to be truant from school more frequently than a regular high school would expect and certainly more than would be expected at the college level.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Be prepared for the possibility that the students may require a little longer to complete the class.
DELAY OR DIFFICULTY: One trend became very clear over the course of this project. The support that the students are given at their high school is a crucial determinant of students' performance in the dual enrollment course. At schools that were having considerable turnover in person-nel, students did not successfully engage in the course. In other locations, even if there was not a large degree of personnel turnover, counselors, instructors, and other key personnel seemed not to embrace the project to the extent necessary for it to succeed -and indeed there were numerous frustrations that would have been a problem even for the best-intentioned high school staff. Some of these frustrations included the fact that there was so much difficulty getting remote student login and account information, that the extremely slow Internet speeds at the schools disallowed students from accessing the instructional videos originally included in the course, and the fact that the security level at the school Internet disallowed students from accessing external videos that were referenced in the course. Having the students enrolled in this class clearly represented an increased workload for the students, but it also resulted in an increased workload for all of the high school personnel in the high schools who are responsible for the students.
There was only one location out of all nine high schools where the high school personnel seemed not to provide any support for the students who enrolled in the PSEO class. It was a high school that had a new principal (who left before the end of the semester) and at that location the students were never given the support they needed to succeed; in particular the school counselor failed to follow through with any of the direct communications from the University instructor to the school personnel.
But most importantly, there were some super star models that came through in every setting. One of the principals of a Magic Johnson school opened up her private office space, moved in round tables, and turned her office into what became known as the "Medical Math" classroom. On Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 11 AM to 1 PM and extended hours as needed, she allowed all of the students who enrolled in the class to meet in that room providing them with an assistant to help with questions. The assistant, however, was not a content person for the class so the help was more in the form of interpreting instructions and staying on task.
In another school an English teacher arose as a superstar because of her technology skills and amazing rapport with the students as well as ability to keep them on task. This type of face-to-face support for distance students was an unexpected and unique asset in the PSEO course.
A third superstar arose with a group of students at one location who were having an inordinate amount of difficulty getting started in the class. The person on location who was originally offering assistance to the students was very kind and caring but at the same time somewhat elusive when the instructor attempted to engage her in the course requirements and activities; then, about six weeks into the semester, she took a position at a different school. A superstar instructor stepped into that role at that location, organizing, motivating and guiding those students through the University class extremely effectively despite her late arrival.
The other superstars in this model are the student workers, University of Dayton students who are employed in the SEHS online education program. The student workers assisted the instructor in providing personalized and timely feedback to the students; in addition, due to the nature of the class and the class enrollment size, the instructor was assigned a teaching assistant for 10 hours a week to assist with the class. The assistance that the students provided was invaluable.
RECOMMENDATION: Get all of the university team members connected with the high school team members. If a student or students in one particular school appear not to be succeeding, look closely at the support they are or are not getting from their high school counselors, teachers and others.
DELAY OR DIFFICULTY: The timeline for recruiting students into the current course offering was extremely short due to administrative work that had to be completed before the course could be offered. The high school counselors and teachers worked very fast to identify students who could enroll in the class. Consequently, there were a number of students who were not really prepared to take the course and they withdrew.
RECOMMENDATION: Getting an earlier start in the recruitment process and having an opportunity to interview each prospective student would be desirable.
Final Performance Data
Thirteen of the 52 students who enrolled in the class withdrew without ever beginning the course. For the students who remained, the average grades earned on the quiz for each of the ten modules are presented below. Only the scores earned by students who had taken a quiz were used to calculate the average scores. In other words, quizzes that have not been taken are not included. At the time of this writing, there are still students working to complete the class and there are still students who are at risk for failing to complete an adequate amount of the class in order to earn a passing grade.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Research is needed from studies similar to the current one to determine if independent results concur with the current findings that low-income, urban-dwelling students of color who have lessthan-perfect GPAs can successfully complete college-level academic work online while they are still in high school. Students who participate in PSEO programs should be tracked to determine if they are more likely to attend college compared to matched controls who do not participate in PSEO programs. Researchers should determine if there is a certain number of college credits that are earned through PSEO that increases the probability that a student will continue on for more college. A comprehensive attempt should be made to determine the demographic composition of students who are participating in PSEO and other credit-based transition programs.
CONCLUSION
Following the recession, a wider range of people are finding it difficult to attend college. But for low-income, urban students of color, the situation is unchanged -they have always been under-represented in the college-going group. Some Federal programs, such as Pell Grants, are intended to serve low-income, urban-dwelling students of color who, additionally, have compiled relatively poor academic records. Yet it appears these programs are failing to reach the people who need them most. And President Obama's desire to make a college education free to all eligible students will not help the underserved students who need that support now.
In addition to Federal programs, there are State-level programs that allow students to earn college credits while they are still in high school and at no cost to the student. The postsecondary enrollment option (PSEO) is one such program, but, PSEO programs have been used mostly to ease the transition into college for students who were already college-bound.
While not having a college education can be detrimental to the individual, the collective effect of millions of people not having a college education can be detrimental to society as a whole. The current trend for a significant number of qualified high school graduates not to enroll in college is especially impactful because now more than ever the United States needs a more highly educated workforce.
PSEO courses online have the potential to make college coursework available to a large number of students, including those who would otherwise not be enrolling in college classes, such as urbandwelling students attending virtual high schools who have relatively low GPAs. But challenges may be encountered when working with this group of students because they may have a significant dependence on the support of their high school counselors and teachers, they may be using suboptimal technology, and there may be extenuating circumstances in their personal lives that interfere with their education. Despite the challenges, however, the current study provided evidence that these students can successfully complete college-level academic work in an online course while still in high school. They have the potential to succeed, and most high school personnel are committed to helping maintain the rigor and integrity of the process. Working with this group of students in a PSEO online course has demonstrated that the largest potential threats to their success are not a lack of academic ability or weak support provided from online high school staff, but rather other factors in their lives such as needing to work or caring for younger siblings that may compete for their attention. The experiences gained during the current study should make subsequent offerings of PSEO classes to students enrolled in virtual high schools even more successful than the current offering was.
